Instructions for Mini Chalkboard

Supplies you are given: 1 square of chalkboard paper, 8 craft sticks, row of emoji stickers, piece of yarn, piece of chalk
Supplies you will need: Maybe glue or tape

Step 1: Carefully peel off the backing of the chalkboard paper, and lay it down so the sticky side faces UP.

Step 2: Lay the craft sticks down, side by side, so they cover the entire sticky side of the chalkboard paper. (Try to lay them down so the rounded ends are as even as possible.) Before you start laying down the sticks, you can sandwich the yarn between them and the sticky part of the chalkboard paper to make a hanger, or you can tape (or glue) the yarn to the back of your project after you are all done.

Step 3: Once the crafts sticks are all in place, carefully flip it over so the chalkboard part shows. IF your piece seems weak, you can run a piece of tape (or put down glue) across the sticks on the back to give it some more support.

Step 4: Decorate your craft with the emoji stickers.

Step 5 (optional): If you did not sandwich the yarn between the sticky side of the paper and the craft sticks, tape or glue the yarn to the back of your craft.

Step 6: All Done!!! Be careful when writing with the chalk, and do not press down too hard, chalkboard paper is NOT like a regular chalkboard and if you press too hard, you will have a hard time erasing what you write or draw. You can also erase the chalk with a wet towel, or some mild cleaner. Hand sanitizer works very well to remove the chalk also.